Abstract

This study aimed to examine knowledge-building patterns in Grade 6 educational dialogues. The data consisted of 20 video-recorded lessons from the classes taught by seven teachers, selected by using a latent profile analysis and examined with a qualitative functional analysis of classroom talk. Episodes of educational dialogue were found to represent three main types of knowledge, based on facts, views and experiences. These three types were further identified as forming six diverse knowledge-building patterns in educational dialogues. The findings indicated that factual orientation dominated the Grade 6 lesson dialogues. However, factual knowledge building often occurred with the other two main types of knowledge.
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1. Introduction

Classrooms constitute settings of knowledge building, where ideally, students and their teacher jointly develop their understanding (Mercer, 1995). Accounts of knowledge building emphasise the key role of social interaction (e.g., Brown & Duguid, 2000; Sawyer, 2007; Scardamalia, 2002), as well as educational dialogue as a facilitator of students’ learning (e.g., Alexander, 2006; Fernández, Wegerif, Mercer, & Rojas-Drummond, 2001; Lyle, 2008; Mercer, 2008). Wertsch (1979) elaborates on the Vygotskian view about the developmental relevance of dialogue to social interaction. Mercer (2008) points out the accumulated evidence that the functional structure of the dialogue between adults and children – not only its content – contributes to children’s learning.

The literature on educational dialogue indicates that in science lessons, for instance, the dialogue features that are beneficial to students’ intellectual growth consist of instructional practices that involve students proposing ideas and explaining their reasoning to peers (e.g., Howe et al., 2007). However, the functions that comprise productive educational dialogue in the early school years may be somewhat different, such as allowing space and time for children to share their experiences (Author et al., 2016), from those in the later grades of primary school, with the subject lessons’ stronger and academically oriented focus. A limitation in the relevant literature is the lack of studies on knowledge building in the educational dialogues that are identified in teacher–student interactions in the whole class. Consequently, the present study aims to analyse the types of knowledge-building patterns in dialogues involving Grade 6 students and their teachers.

1.1. Sociocultural learning approach and classroom dialogue
The sociocultural approach to learning views knowledge as socially constructed through language. This view is largely based on Vygotsky’s (1978) description of the dual functions of language as a psychological tool for individuals to make sense of their experiences and a cultural tool for sharing experiences and understanding them collectively. The sociocultural learning theory has since been widely applied in the research on classroom dialogue, collaborative learning and educational use of communication technology (Mercer, 2008). Similarly, the social semiotic approach (Halliday, 1978) perceives language as an important mediator through which social and cultural values are constructed, preserved and contested. When using language, individuals build meanings by representing their experiences of the world rather than just transmitting them. Meaning making implies creating relationships with other people that are relevant in the context in which they occur (Eggins, 1994). This approach to language aligns with the systemic theory that observes a systemic relationship between the form of the language and the context in which the language is used (Eggins, 1994; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014).

According to Alexander (2006), the core intent of dialogue is to exchange ideas that prompt further questions. Dialogic teaching in the classroom setting can be predicated on five principles of interaction that harness the power of talk to stimulate and develop students’ thinking, learning and understanding (Alexander, 2000, 2006). Through dialogic interaction in the classroom, students learn to ask questions, explain their viewpoints and comment on one another’s ideas (Alexander, 2006). Classroom interaction can be considered dialogic when it fulfils the criteria of being: 1) collective (as a small group or the whole class, students and their teacher address learning tasks together), 2) reciprocal (students and their teacher listen to each other, share ideas and consider alternative viewpoints), 3) supportive (students may articulate their ideas without fear of embarrassment and help one another reach shared understanding), 4)
cumulative (the participants build on their own and others’ ideas and link them to form coherent lines of thinking and enquiry) and 5) purposeful (teachers plan and steer classroom talk with specific educational goals in mind). Furthermore, Barnes and Todd (1977) argue that classroom discussion should meet the basic requirements of everyday conversation – sharing relevant information, clearly explaining opinions and critically evaluating explanations.

The accumulated evidence on the developmental benefits of educational dialogue (or productive classroom talk, a term used in the literature with a similar meaning) indicates links between the quality of teacher–student dialogue and the growth of students’ understanding about diverse school subjects, especially science (e.g., Alexander, 2000; Lemke, 1990; Mortimer & Scott, 2003; Wells, 1999). In their school-based research projects, Mercer and Littleton (2007) have aimed to help teachers provide their students with opportunities for engaging in focused, equitable and reasoned discussions to develop their thinking skills. They have pinpointed the essential qualities of a reasoned debate, which they call exploratory talk, in line with Barnes’ (1976) study. With the open sharing of ideas and constructive conflict, the concept of exploratory talk constitutes a visible pursuit of shared understanding and knowledge building through dialogue. The use of exploratory talk for students’ learning has been previously analysed with British and Mexican primary school children and has proven effective in promoting their collaboration, communication, reasoning and learning (e.g., Mercer, Wegerif, & Dawes, 1999; Rojas-Drummond & Mercer, 2003; Rojas-Drummond, Mercer, & Dabrowski, 2001). These studies have provided knowledge of how children talk when working on joint activities, as well as teachers’ strategies when scaffolding the interactive process of knowledge construction.

1.2. Collaborative knowledge building in classroom dialogue
The meaningful role of the peer group in students’ learning is widely acknowledged (e.g., Salisbury, 2012), while teachers are regarded as performing more of a coaching function in facilitating the students’ knowledge-building processes (e.g., Hämäläinen & Laine, 2015; Hämäläinen & Vähäsantanen, 2011). Barnes and Todd (Barnes, 1976; Barnes & Todd, 1977) were among the first researchers to investigate students’ talk when working together. As indicated, Mercer’s (2008) findings have shown that focused, sustained and reasoned dialogue in a classroom helps students solve problems and promotes their conceptual understanding and learning. Introduced by Harasim (1989), the concept of collaborative knowledge building involves mutual exploration of issues and arguments, agreements and disagreements, questioning together, dynamic interaction and building on one another’s ideas (Harasim, 1989; Kaye, 1992; Sorensen, 1997).

In his model of the knowledge-building process, Stahl (2000) views knowledge as a socially mediated product. Individuals first generate personal beliefs from their own perspectives on the basis of sociocultural knowledge, shared language and external representations. These beliefs are then transformed into knowledge through social interaction and discussion, provided that individuals’ negotiations of different perspectives lead to their acceptance of a common result. For collaborative knowledge building to occur, it is not enough that students and their teacher share knowledge, but the knowledge needs further elaboration based on the presented ideas and thoughts (Arvaja, Salovaara, Häkkinen, & Järvelä, 2007). This requires reciprocal understanding among the participants (Byman, Järvelä, & Häkkinen, 2005).

Mercer and Littleton (2007) define learning through collaborative knowledge building as a process where not only the students work together, but the students and their teacher are also engaged in coordinated, continuing attempts to build common, shared knowledge or solve a
problem. It has been argued that the successful pursuit of collaborative learning depends on students’ sharing views relevant to the discussion and having a joint conception of its goal (Barnes & Todd, 1977; Bennett & Dunne, 1992; Galton & Williamson, 1992). Students’ personal experiences, curiosity and ownership of their learning have also been emphasised (Goos, Galbraith, & Renshaw, 1999). Practices that align with educational dialogue aim at providing learners with spaces and tools to participate in collaborative meaning making (Nathan & Knuth, 2003; Wells, 1999).

Collaborative knowledge building and the length of time used in negotiation and planning have been linked to successful learning outcomes and problem solving (e.g., Fall, Webb, & Chudowsky, 1997; Webb, 1993). Several studies have concluded that collaborative learning may facilitate students’ academic performance, motivation and self-esteem (e.g., Mercer, 2008; Slavin, 1980). For example, Underwood and Underwood (1999) document that students who express more opinions and verbally analyse the learning perform best in computer-based problem-solving tasks. Howe and colleagues (2007) propose that productive classroom interaction includes students’ active involvement by presenting ideas, contrasting opinions and explaining and reasoning about them. Interestingly, although achieving consensus in problem solving can protect and peaceful dialogue, it does not necessarily support the participants’ conceptual understanding (Howe & Tolmie, 2003).

Promoting knowledge-building dialogues through collaborative learning can be challenging for educators (Sorensen & Takle, 2002). Building an open educational dialogue in the classroom requires careful planning and structuring clear goals for learning (Gillies, 2015; Gillies, Nichols, Burgh, & Haynes, 2014). A teacher plays an important role in creating a space for students’ active participation through open questions and feedback and by supporting the
students in explaining their ideas and opinions (Gillies, 2013; Gillies, Nichols, Burgh, & Haynes, 2012; La Paro, Pianta, & Stuhlman, 2004), as well as helping them recognise how their earlier experiences, actions and activities contribute to their understanding (Mercer, 1995). Scaffolding provided for both whole-class and small-group interactions can promote the development of individual reasoning and the advancement of learning and understanding (Rojas-Drummond & Mercer, 2003). However, previous research suggests that student do not typically experience high-quality instructional interactions (Justice, Mashburn, Hamre, & Pianta, 2008). Identifying key features of effective classroom interactions is important for teachers to be more instructionally supportive in their interactions with students (Jamil, Sabol, Hamre, & Pianta, 2015).

There are strong assumptions and accumulating evidence with respect to the benefits of productive and educational dialogue for learning opportunities. However, there is also an obvious need for a closer examination and description of the types of knowledge-building that transpire through and within dialogue. Consequently, the present study aims to analyse functions of classroom talk to describe what kinds of knowledge-building patterns can be identified in Grade 6 educational dialogues between the teacher and students.

2. Methodology

2.1. Participants and classroom observations

This study represents a subsample of a large, population-based follow-up (Author et al., 2006) of 2,000 children from four municipalities with their parents and teachers. The children have been followed up from preschool to Grade 9 to examine links between students’ academic skill development (especially literacy and math), motivation, well-being (e.g., engagement,
problem behavior), and the contribution of factors such as parent and teacher practices and beliefs, quality of classroom interaction, and teacher-student and peer relations to child outcomes. The teachers were asked for their written consent to participate in the study, and the parents gave their consent for their children’s participation. All participating schools were Finnish speaking. A subsample of teachers participated on a voluntary basis in classroom video-recordings of at each grade. The video-recorded lessons of 46 Grade 6 teachers and their classrooms (12-year-old students), collected in spring 2013, comprise the sample for the present study. The teachers participating in the classroom video recordings were selected on a voluntary basis from the total of 98 participating teachers. In total, 158 lessons were video-recorded in Grade 6 classrooms (two to four lessons per teacher). On average, 19 students (3–30 students, depending on the class size, $SD = 5.81$) were present in the classrooms during the video-recordings. The research situation was not manipulated in any way but represented a typical school day in Grade 6 classrooms. All teachers had at least a Master’s degree.

2.2. Selection of data with latent profile analysis

Due to the study’s purpose to identify knowledge-building patterns in educational classroom dialogue, the first phase of the study involved identifying the teachers and lessons with the likelihood for high occurrence of teacher-student exchanges meeting the criteria of educational dialogue. This selection stage was carried out with latent profile analysis (LPA) based on the codings of the classroom video-recordings, using the Classroom Assessment Scoring System-Secondary (CLASS-S), an observational instrument based on Teaching Through Interactions (TTI) framework (Pianta, Hamre, & Mintz, 2012).
The CLASS-S is a secondary school version of the CLASS observation instruments, which are validated and widely used to systemically code the quality of daily teacher–student interactions in classrooms. The CLASS-S measures three domains of teacher–student interaction along 12 dimensions: (1) emotional support (three dimensions: positive climate, teacher sensitivity and regard for student perspectives), (2) classroom organisation (three dimensions: behaviour management, productivity and negative climate), (3) instructional support (five dimensions: instructional learning formats, content understanding, analysis and inquiry, quality of feedback and instructional dialogue), and student engagement as the 12th dimension. Following procedures outlined for coding of videotapes (Pianta et al., 2012), each lesson (45 minutes) was coded in approximately three 15-min segments from videotape by a trained observer on a 7-point scale: low (1–2), moderate (3–5) or high (6–7) quality. The CLASS-S manual (Pianta et al., 2012) provides detailed indicators of each dimension and examples of teacher behaviour and classroom interactions for these ratings. CLASS-S is validated in the Finnish school context, and the training procedure is explained in more detail by Author et al. (2016). Inter-rater reliabilities, calculated as intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) based on 20% of the lessons rated by two observers, varied between 0.57 and 0.75. ICCs were computed in order to estimate the agreement between raters with a high ICC indicating a high inter-rater agreement (recommended by McGraw & Wong, 1996).

The data selection for qualitative analysis was based on the CLASS-S scores of five selected dimensions, using teachers as the unit of selection. The following five dimensions were chosen based on capturing the aspects of interactional quality that would be typically present in educational dialogues: 1) positive climate, 2) instructional learning formats, 3) content understanding, 4) quality of feedback and 5) instructional dialogue. Of the selected CLASS-S
dimensions, positive climate represents an aspect of emotional support that indicates the enjoyment and emotional connection that students have with teacher, as well peers. and is reported to contribute to student achievement, engagement, and motivation (Pianta et al., 2012). The other four dimensions representing instructional support are known to foster students’ thinking skills and conceptual development (e.g., La Paro et al., 2004; Yates & Yates, 1990), especially when associated with deep and meaningful conversation about educational content (Wolfe & Alexander, 2008). Instructional learning format specifies how teachers engage students in activities by maximizing their learning opportunities. Content understanding indicates the approaches teachers use to help students’ understand the key ideas in an academic discipline. Quality of feedback refers to the ways in which teachers extend and expand students’ learning through their responses, and instructional dialogue reflect how teachers use structured, cumulative questioning and discussion to guide and prompt students’ understanding of content. (Pianta et al., 2012.) The purpose of choosing these five dimensions was to optimise the occurrence of educational dialogues in the data that was selected through latent profile analysis in the next stage.

The latent profile analysis (LPA) enables the identification of mixtures of subpopulations (subgroups) from the observed data and provides statistical tests for evaluating the existence and number of the subgroups. In the present study, latent profile analysis was applied to identify subgroups of teachers with different profiles on the five selected dimensions of CLASS-S. The eventuality was to identify a subgroup with a profile representing the highest interactional quality ratings, out of the entire sample pool, on these dimensions (i.e., a subgroup with the highest likelihood of dialogic episodes to be identified in the video-recorded lessons). The LPA was conducted using the Mplus 7.3 program (for a similar approach to data selection using LPA.
to identify CLASS profile subgroups see Author et al., 2012). To determine the most appropriate number of latent subgroups, we used three criteria recommended by Muthén (2001, 2003). These three criteria comprise the following: 1) the model fit, using the indices of log-likelihood value, Akaike’s information criterion, Bayesian information criterion and the adjusted Bayesian information criterion, as well as the Vuong–Lo–Mendell–Rubin test, the Lo–Mendell–Rubin adjusted likelihood ratio test and the parametric bootstrapped likelihood ratio test for statistical testing; 2) the classification quality by using posterior probabilities and entropy values; and 3) the interpretability of the latent subgroups – based on feasibility of the solution and number of teachers assigned to latent subgroups value in practice.

Based on all three information criteria (including the model-fit indices, values indicating classification quality, and interpretability), the three-subgroup solution was the best among the models to which different numbers (from two to five) of latent subgroups were fitted. For the subgroup of interest, comprising seven teachers with the highest mean scores (with respect to the other two subgroups) on all five CLASS-S dimensions, subgroup membership was stable in the three-, four- and five-subgroup solutions (see Table 1). Subsequently, the seven teachers (out of a total of 46 teachers participating in video-recordings) belonging to this subgroup, along with their 20 lessons (out of 158 lessons in total), were selected for the qualitative analysis. These selected teachers’ lessons consisted of the following subjects: literacy (n = 9), mathematics (n = 6), religion (n = 3), physics/chemistry (n = 1) and history (n = 1). Each lesson had an average duration of 45 minutes.

2.3. Identifying episodes of educational dialogue within the lessons
The transcribed lessons of the final sample (20 lessons by seven teachers) were read through several times to identify episodes containing educational dialogue and to set their boundaries. Educational dialogue was defined as continuous exchange between the students and their teacher in which the topic continued essentially unchanged and that fulfilled Alexander’s (2006) five principles of dialogic teaching, i.e., the episode contained exchanges which were: 1) collective (teachers and students address learning tasks together); 2) reciprocal (teachers and students listen to each other, share ideas and consider alternative viewpoints); 3) supportive (students articulate their ideas freely, without fear of embarrassment, and they help each other to reach a shared understanding); 4) cumulative (teachers and students build on their own and each other’s ideas and link them into coherent lines of thinking and enquiry); and 5) purposeful (teachers plan and steer classroom talk with specific educational goals in mind). Based on fulfilling these criteria (all principles needed to be present in every episode), 57 episodes of educational dialogue were identified within the 20 lessons. The classroom activities that did not involve any formal or informal learning tasks or exchanges between the students and their teacher (e.g., individual tasks, routines) were excluded from the analysis.

2.4. Functional analysis of episodes of educational dialogue

The identified 57 episodes of educational dialogue were analysed by applying the Functional Analysis of Children’s Classroom Talk (FACCT) developed by Kumpulainen and Wray (2002), who evaluated the quality of children’s oral language interaction in the classroom. Because the present study focused on teacher–student educational dialogue, teacher talk was also included in the analysis. Altogether, 19 functions (16 originating from Kumpulainen and Wray’s framework, with some modifications) were applied to both the teacher’s and the students’ talk.
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(see Table 2 for the adapted framework). Kumpulainen and Wray’s (2002) informative function was renamed factual function, with a specified definition to be more compatible to learning situations. A new function, view, was added to the framework to represent a function in which the expression of an opinion contained information. The judgemental function, an original code by Kumpulainen and Wray, was restricted to expressions that merely indicated agreement or disagreement. The supportive and hinting functions were included in the framework as actions used by teachers to encourage student participation and sharing of thoughts and knowledge.

The unit of analysis was a single word, a sentence, or sentences where at least one function was clearly identifiable. The coding using the functional framework thus encompassed all utterances expressed either by the teacher or the students. The units could be coded as having several overlapping functions (i.e., the functional codes were not mutually exclusive). For example, the question Which planet is closest to the sun? would be assigned to both the interrogative and factual functions. Table 3 presents an example of how the functional framework was applied to the classroom dialogue.

Although the first author identified the educational dialogue episodes and coded the functions, the research team applied researcher triangulation (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2007) in all main phases of the analysis. The six identified patterns (presented in Section 3 – Results) were carefully discussed in the light of the various examples from the data. Ambiguities were acknowledged, identified and discussed by the research group; if consensus was not reached, the findings were re-examined.

3. Results

3.1. Three types of knowledge in educational dialogue
As the functional framework was applied, diverse functions of classroom talk were identified. Interrogative and responsive functions were especially present in all the analysed episodes, which is not surprising, considering that questions and answers are typical features of classroom dialogue. However, the research team was mainly interested in the functions associated with collaborative knowledge building and deepening the understanding of the content. *Factual, view and experiential* were the three main functions that occurred the most and were associated with collaborative knowledge building by bringing new knowledge and content to the discussion in the identified educational dialogue episodes. This finding indicated that the knowledge contained in the dialogues was mostly built through the corresponding three types of knowledge – *fact, view* and *experience*. The factual function occurred frequently and was predominant in the majority of the identified episodes. However, factual knowledge was often shared simultaneously with the other two main types of knowledge – view and experience. Sharing of these three types of knowledge and their combinations (e.g., stating of views based on factual knowledge) formed a total of six different knowledge-building patterns in educational dialogue (see Figure 1).
3.2. Knowledge-building patterns in educational dialogue, manifesting three types of knowledge

**Pattern A: Sharing of facts (26 episodes)**

Pure factual dialogues (Pattern A) consisted of functions coded with factual intention and execution. The dialogue typically began with a factual question presented either by the teacher (18) or a student (8) and continued with question–answer sequences. The questions could be open or closed, seeking factual knowledge or requesting simple argumentation (which could be answered by closed alternatives, e.g., agree or disagree). The teachers and the students participated equally in knowledge building through inquiry and information sharing. Although
facts were presented throughout the dialogues, the teachers and the students were often held accountable for justifying the shared factual knowledge (see Example 1). Collaborative knowledge building was usually based on a text that had been read together or on shared previous knowledge. A clear factual goal had to be attained as a result of each dialogue. Factual dialogues occurred in all subjects included in the study, as follows: literacy (10), mathematics (3), religion (11), history (1) and physics/chemistry (2).

Example 1. Pattern A: Sharing of facts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context: The teacher and the students have studied the relationship between time units.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher: I have a task for you. Please convert 145 minutes into hours. Can you also explain what you do when you convert it? Andy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student: Well, first, I will naturally think that there is the 145. Then, I will figure out what is the closest [complete] hour that fits. That’s 120 minutes, which is two hours. And when I add to that 25 minutes, it is 145.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher: Very well explained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student: Thank you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher: So, first, you should look for what it is closest to, and then, you will get the hang of it. Did anyone think in some other way?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More students begin explaining their own conversion techniques.

Pattern A/B: Sharing of views based on facts (seven episodes)

Pattern A/B comprised functions coded as factual intention and factual and views including execution. This type of dialogue typically started with the teacher’s (6) or a student’s (1) factual but reflection-seeking question. Shared knowledge was built through one or few open-ended questions, and the answers contained both factual knowledge and views, thus representing a balanced sharing of facts and ideas or opinions. Sharing of factual knowledge and someone’s views on the issue were often linked together, since choosing to convey a specific fact to others could be interpreted as stating an opinion. By definition, there was rarely only one correct
answer to the open-ended question presented by the teacher (see Example 2). The discussion and collaborative knowledge building in the A/B pattern were usually based on previous knowledge and related opinions, sometimes also on a text or a study chapter that the class had read together. This pattern appeared to be driven by a goal linked with increasing factual knowledge and raising awareness about the diversity of opinions on the issue at hand. This type of dialogue occurred in literacy (2), religion (3) and mathematics (1) lessons.

Example 2. Pattern A/B: Sharing of views based on facts

*Context: The teacher tells the students that the topic of the religion lesson is discrimination.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher:</th>
<th>Do we have discrimination in Finland? I mean, do some people get discriminated here? Alice.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student:</td>
<td>Well, you can always find it here in school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher:</td>
<td>Yes, you can find it in school, many kinds of discrimination. Let’s get back to it in just a moment. Sammy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student:</td>
<td>People with darker skin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher:</td>
<td>People with darker skin. Or as a whole, people who look different from the mainstream. I am pretty sure we have discrimination also here in our hometown in different areas. <em>(The teacher gives an example.)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student:</td>
<td>Sometimes, you can have it also at work. If someone has made it into a high position though first he was among the weakest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher:</td>
<td>Mm, yes, in the work life, lots of discrimination can be found. There is a lot of talk about the age racism. Any idea what it means?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student:</td>
<td>It means that older people call younger ones with names.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The teacher and the students continue discussing the meaning of age racism and other forms of discrimination in and out of school.*

**Pattern B: Sharing of views (11 episodes)**

This pattern predominantly consisted of functions coded as view-seeking intention and execution. In the majority of the cases, the dialogue started with a teacher’s question prompting the students to express their views, ideas or opinions (9) and less often with a student expressing his or her views (1). Shared knowledge was built through questions presented by both the
students and their teacher, as well as through balanced sharing of views and thoughts and arguments about views. Shared knowledge was usually based on previous knowledge, a text read together or sometimes, shared experiences. The dialogue’s intended goal appeared to be directed towards reflecting different viewpoints rather than revising or understanding specific factual knowledge. As Example 3 indicates, although the pattern contained the expression of views, the discussion also had clear educational content. The episodes identified as Pattern B took place in literacy (6), religion (4) and math (1) lessons.

Example 3. Pattern B: Sharing of views

| Context: In the previous religion lesson, the students learned about heroes. |
| Teacher: In your own opinion, what is a good everyday hero like? There are no answers in the book, so these are just your own opinions. You can say three things. Jamie. |
| Student: Someone who is not afraid to stick out for someone and help. |
| Teacher: Mm, yes, all were good answers. Lenny. |
| Student: Someone who helps others, takes others into account, is brave and brings out courage in others, too. |
| Teacher: That is very important, that one takes others into account. And that is a quality that might be … might be a bit difficult to even practise. I mean that for many people, encouraging others comes kind of naturally. Ralph. |
| Student: Someone who helps. |
| Teacher: The will to help is of course very important. Sammy. |
| Student: Police officers and firefighters. |
| Teacher: That’s right; there are these professions where people help others as their work. But I don’t think that people in those professions have hoped to become heroes or hope to save people. Rather, I believe they hope that they wouldn’t have to save anyone, that things would be that good. |

The discussion about everyday heroes continues.

Pattern B/C: Sharing of views based on experiences (two episodes)

Pattern B/C consisted of episodes containing codes of view-seeking intention and experiential execution. The dialogue started typically with a teacher’s open question asking students to
express their views on an issue. This pattern comprised only one or a few questions, and shared knowledge was built mostly on balanced sharing of experiences and exchanging of personal views by both the students and their teacher (see Example 4). The pattern’s educational goal seemed to focus on exchanging and reflecting on different viewpoints and experiences rather than reviewing any factual knowledge. This type of dialogue occurred only in two religion lessons.

Example 4. Pattern B/C: Sharing of views based on experiences

Context: The teacher and the students have watched a few short animated video clips about domestic violence.

Teacher: What kinds of thoughts do you have about these different forms of violence? Sally.
Student: So basically, someone can do so that, for example, if a man beats his woman, and the woman wants to get a divorce, the man can say, for example, “I will kill myself if you go”. And then, the woman can’t do anything.
Student: Yes, like in that story where they had to live with a stepfather. And when they wanted to leave him, he said, “If you go, you won’t get any money for living, or I will not pay child support”.
Student: I also know a case in our [neighbourhood]. There is a couple, and from their place, you can hear fighting once in a while.

Details about the case are discussed.

Teacher: Why don’t these people simply just leave the relationship? Terry.
Student: Well, like I said, it could be that even if [...] one wants to go, the other one earns more money.
Teacher: Money issues, yes. Jessica, did you have some opinions?
Student: Well, I thought, maybe they just don’t want to leave. Like they might think that the other person is still nice.

The discussion continues.

Pattern C: Sharing of experiences (five episodes)

Pattern C consisted of episodes containing functions coded as experience-seeking intention and experiential execution. The dialogue was started either by a student willing to share his or her
experience (three episodes) or by the teacher requesting the students to share their experiences about a certain topic (two episodes). The way in which the dialogue was initiated had an impact on which of the two directions the dialogue headed toward. Example 5 presents a pattern of sharing experiences where the teacher’s interrogative intention leads to a discussion that relies on questions and answers about experiences with different fuses. The other type of pattern, which started from a student’s initiative to share an experience, typically led to a dialogue containing only a few questions. In Pattern C, shared knowledge was mostly built through balanced sharing of experiences by the students and their teacher. Patterns comprising pure sharing of experiences were identified in religion (2) and physics/chemistry (3) lessons.

Example 5. Pattern C: Sharing of experiences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context: The teacher and the students are talking about fuses.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher: How many of you have a fuse box at home? (The students raise their hands.) How many have it in the hallway? (Most of the students raise their hands again.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student: At the back of the hallway.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher: Yes. Usually, it is always in the hallway or near it. How many of you have been at home when a fuse has blown? (Many of the students raise their hands.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student: To me, it has happened two times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher: What happened, Sarah, when a fuse did blow?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student: Well, the room went dark, and the TV shut down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher: And what did you do then?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student: We [put in] a new fuse.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The teacher and the students continue studying about fuses by reading their textbooks.

Pattern A/C: Sharing of facts based on experiences (six episodes)

Pattern A/C consisted of episodes with functions coded as factual intention and experiential execution. The dialogue started by either the teacher’s (4) or a student’s (2) factual questions or information sharing. The dialogue sometimes included a few factual questions, but mostly, it was constructed with balanced and interlinked sharing of facts and experiences (see Example 6). The
shared facts were by definition based on and typically also justified with experiences, such as personal accounts and stories. This pattern occurred in physics/chemistry (5) and literacy (1) lessons.

Example 6. Pattern A/C: Sharing of facts based on experiences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context: The teacher and the students are discussing different types of electric plugs and adaptors.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student: In the UK, there are three pins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher: Yes. And all around the world, they use different kinds of plugs. But how do you handle it when you go abroad? When you, for example, go on a trip to the UK, you take your phone with you and notice there that “hey, I can’t plug in my charger here”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student: Well, in the UK or if you go somewhere, they sell these things with three pins and two on the other side.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher: What do you call them? Does anyone know?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student: Is it an adapter?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher: Yes. There are different kinds of adapters. The Finnish word for it would be maybe sovitin or muunnin, maybe. You really put this converter on, and then it works just normally there in the UK or wherever you go. Yes, Tommy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student: It is such a huge thing with all the plugs and everything.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher: Yes, there are two types of adapters. I have seen one that you just turn around and can find different kinds of pins. Or then, there are these smaller ones that you can separate from each other but still carry as one piece.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student: Well, in the guest boats, they have adapters, too.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The teacher and the students continue sharing facts based on their experiences.

4. Discussion

This descriptive study set out to examine how knowledge can be built through classroom interaction and, specifically, what kinds of knowledge-building patterns can be identified in educational dialogues in Grade 6 lessons. First, three types of knowledge were identified, as follows: fact, view and experience. Second, sharing of these three types of knowledge was identified to form six knowledge-building patterns in educational classroom dialogue. Three of the patterns represented the pure sharing of each type of knowledge (Pattern A: Sharing of facts,
Pattern B: Sharing of views and Pattern C: Sharing of experiences). The other three patterns signified the blended forms of sharing knowledge (Pattern A/B: Sharing of views based on facts, Pattern B/C: Sharing of views based on experiences and Pattern A/C: Sharing of facts based on experiences). The factual function of knowledge was actively involved in the majority of the identified dialogic episodes. The starting point of the dialogue often concentrated on factual knowledge. The students and their teacher used the other two types of knowledge (i.e., experience and view), often to express their factual knowledge and in this way, contributed to collaborative knowledge building. In most of the patterns, sharing of knowledge took place in a way which represented relatively balanced turn taking and equal opportunities for both teacher and students to participate in the exchange by asking questions, providing answers and comments listening attentively or justifying and elaborating their thoughts. The teacher could invite students to discussion by asking both open and closed questions or asking for broader elaboration, but also students were found to make initiatives by asking questions or sharing their knowledge or stories.

The findings further indicated that classroom dialogues in Grade 6 strongly focused on factual knowledge. The factual function had an important contribution to half of the identified pattern types (sharing of facts, sharing of views based on facts and sharing of facts based on experiences), and most of the identified episodes were dominated by the factual function. This finding seems to indicate that educational discussions in the classroom in the final year of primary school mostly rely on earlier factual knowledge and inquiries of students and their teacher. This is an interesting result since our previous studies have shown that in the early school years’ authentic educational classroom talk, students are most devoted to and actively participate in the dialogue when the discussion focuses on sharing their own experiences (Author
et al., 2016; Author et al., 2012). The results of these studies with younger children imply that the nature of the classroom dialogue and shared knowledge building may change from the experience-dominated to the fact-dominated type by student age.

The function of sharing views also played an important role by being represented in three types of knowledge-building patterns (sharing of views, sharing of views based on facts, and sharing of views based on experiences). In these patterns, educational talk was built through sharing opinions and justifying individual viewpoints. The successful pursuit of collaborative learning has been shown to depend on students’ sharing views relevant to the discussion and having a joint conception of the discussion’s goal (Barnes & Todd, 1977; Bennett & Dunne, 1992; Galton & Williamson, 1992). This finding was also evident in the identified episodes. Opinions and justifications were always related to the topic being discussed and studied, and the conceptions shared by the students and their teacher were positively accepted in most of the cases. According to Howe and colleagues (2007), expressing contrasting opinions in a group is an important predictor of learning. Stahl (2000) proposes that the acceptance of a common result in the negotiation of different perspectives can be considered knowledge. In this study, contradictory opinions were mostly presented between the students and their teacher, but the sharing of views and opinions among the students was mostly harmonious and contributed to joint understanding. In their study about peer-group interaction in collaborative meaning making, Kumpulainen and Kaartinen (2000) point out that successful collaboration requires active negotiation and adjustment of varying viewpoints. The difference between the teacher’s and the students’ views prompted the participants to explain and to argue about their positions, which seemed to lead to a more versatile and richer dialogic exchange. It was not always clear whether
a final agreement was reached; particularly concerning facts based on experiences or views, it might be unlikely and would not even be necessary to arrive at a consensus.

The function of sharing views was perceived as also connected to the third main function, experience – previously acknowledged as important for students’ learning (Goos et al., 1999). In all three pattern types involving experiences (sharing of experiences, views based on experiences, and facts based on experiences), sharing of students’ and their teacher’s personal experiences took place in a balanced fashion. Stahl (2000) views language – a medium of knowledge – as based on individual experiences that are accepted in acts of understanding or agreement. Individual experiences originally have their meaning and value only for the student or the teacher in question, but when this personal experience is brought to a joint discussion, often linked to facts and views, and is acknowledged and possibly validated by others, the individual experience can be defined as shared knowledge. In school, examinations and activities typically focus on testing students’ factual knowledge, and opinions and experiences may be given relatively little space. However, factual knowledge may provide the necessary background for students to feel comfortable in participating in dialogue by sharing their experiences and opinions as well.

Out of the framework that used 19 functions of classroom talk, only three functions were identified as being focally involved in producing shared knowledge building in the educational dialogue. Other kinds of functions in the classroom are present but may not be as critical for contributing important new content to the discussion. Constructing open and dialogic classroom talk is typically regarded as requiring teacher planning and structure provision (Gillies, 2015). In the light of the present study’s results, we suggest that the teacher’s most pivotal role is to actively foster and utilise student participation and talk to build knowledge together through
shared discussion in the classroom. It is essential for the teacher to create a supportive classroom climate for the students to freely express their thoughts (e.g., Alexander, 2006). Although sharing of factual knowledge seemed to dominate in Grade 6 lessons, for some students, it might be easier or more natural to share their thoughts based on their views or experiences. It is vital to acknowledge the need to support diversity in classroom talk and to allow different types of knowledge to enter the discussion, which will likely help all students in dialogue participation.

In comparison to previous studies’ results, the Grade 6 students seem to play a more active role in their lessons, including dialogue and especially in collaborative knowledge building, than the students in the early school years. For example, Author and colleagues (2016) show that most of the identified classroom dialogues are actively supported by teachers in the early school years, especially in teacher-initiated dialogues. On the other hand, children perform a significantly more active role in child-initiated dialogues where they eagerly share their personal experiences and stories. However, this present study among Grade 6 students shows their ability to actively participate in classroom discussion and collaborative knowledge building in any kind of educational dialogue. The students do not entirely depend on their teacher’s support; instead (as described in the pattern descriptions), they ask questions, spontaneously share information and initiate discussions. The students express mature thoughts and respect one another by listening and commenting politely. This behaviour might indicate that students’ collaborative and interactive skills can be developed during their primary years, both in expressing knowledge and becoming more independent and competent in dialogue participation.

This study’s results also have some practical implications. Because the nature of classroom dialogue may vary between early and late primary grade students, teachers should take this into account in lesson planning, but teacher education should already pay attention to this
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matter. Previous research has indicated that teachers play a key role in creating cooperative learning opportunities for students (Gillies, 2016), and they can engage students in higher-level thinking through scaffolding in classroom interaction and educational dialogue (Gillies et al., 2012; Author et al., 2016). Since the Finnish National Curriculum (2014) stresses interaction and discussion in classroom practices, it is imperative that teachers utilise dialogue as an active knowledge-building method. Teachers should also explore the possibilities of different knowledge-building patterns to acknowledge the concrete ways to scaffold educational dialogues.

This study’s outcomes may serve as useful tools for teacher education for the purpose of enhancing the quality and variety of teacher training and teaching practices. Diverse knowledge-building structures of classroom dialogues can already be discussed, demonstrated and practised during pre-service teacher training. Authors’ (2011) intervention study shows that student teachers are able to challenge traditional teaching methods and increase their dialogic approach. However, they experience certain challenges when implementing dialogic teaching, such as timing, discipline and the possible lack of content knowledge. It is important that student teachers learn to utilise dialogue as an effective and meaningful method of daily teaching practice at an early stage in order to increase dialogic teaching and learning in classrooms. Teachers should pay attention to careful lesson planning and structuring, with clear goals for learning in order to build an educational dialogue (Gillies, 2015; Gillies et al., 2014). However, the nature of scaffolding and the strategies to support shared understanding in knowledge building can vary, depending on whether the educational dialogue is initiated by the teacher or the students (Author et al., 2016; Author et al., 2012).
This study also has some limitations. First, due to the lack of studies on the functional structure of classroom talk between the teacher and the students in primary school, the function framework was a modified version of the FACCT framework (Kumpulainen & Wray, 2002). The original framework concentrated only on the talk among the students, excluding the teacher’s talk. After the data-driven modifications, the framework became applicable to the whole class talk. However, many of the functions included in the original framework did not occur in this study’s data, probably due to the teachers’ involvement in the dialogue analysis. Though qualitative content analysis could be conducted through the data-driven approach, a more condensed and specific function framework would have been useful as a guide for the analysis. Hennessy and colleagues (2016) have recently developed and piloted a coding scheme for analysing educational dialogue for whole-class, group and paired work. They are also in the process of developing subschemes for more specific educational contexts, such as learning of specific knowledge domains, peer interaction and use of digital technology. There is a need to develop more frameworks that can be applied in diverse ways to both whole-class and small-group settings. Second, the original number of teachers (n = 46) was relatively small, which might have decreased the power of testing in the LPA. For this reason, we focused only on the subgroup of seven teachers with the highest CLASS-S scores since this subgroup was clearly separated from the others in all solutions. Third, the observed teachers voluntarily participated in this study. The subjects and the number of recorded lessons also varied among the teachers. Fourth, the analysis and inquiry dimension was not included in the LPA since it seemed to favour the teachers who were conducting mathematics lessons, at the expense of the other subjects. By excluding this dimension, the entire domain of instructional support was not covered in the selection phase. Finally, we acknowledge that knowledge building in the
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classroom can take place in diverse ways, for example through more teacher-centered teaching methods such as lecturing. The study focuses on describing the ways of knowledge building manifested in educational dialogues in the present data, identified by selecting teachers with lessons of relatively high interactional quality.

This study’s findings indicate the need to increase classroom talk and dialogue in primary school. Though several educational dialogues were found from the data, the majority of the teachers who chose to volunteer had relatively low teacher–student interaction scores (measured by the CLASS-S) in utilising dialogue as a way of teaching. In this study, three subgroups of teachers, categorised by their interaction quality during the lessons, were identified through the LPA, but only the subgroup of teachers with the highest scores was qualitatively analysed. In the future, it would be interesting to study the other two subgroups of teachers in order to analyse the possible differences between higher- and lower-quality teaching practices, especially regarding classroom dialogues. Moreover, the nature and functions in lower-quality subgroups should be analysed to find ways to enhance dialogic teaching and to evaluate what kinds of tools are needed by the teachers.

5. Conclusions

Knowledge building through educational dialogue in Grade 6 lessons seems to emerge from three types of knowledge – fact, view and experience. These three types of knowledge, on their own or blended with each other, form six knowledge-building patterns in educational dialogue. Based on the identified episodes of classroom dialogue, factual knowledge seems to dominate in Grade 6. The students assume an active and versatile role in the dialogues, and they spontaneously participate and share their knowledge and thoughts. By acknowledging the three
types of knowledge and their utilisation in educational dialogues, teachers can support a wider variety of educational discussions and students’ active participation in knowledge building in the classroom. The results of the present study are of particular significance as they contribute to the literature by providing insights about the nature of educational dialogue and examples of the diverse ways in which knowledge can be built through dialogue in Grade 6 classrooms.
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Table 1. CLASS scores in subgroups, mean (SD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Subgroup 1 (n = 17)</th>
<th>Subgroup 2 (n = 22)</th>
<th>Subgroup 3 (n = 7)</th>
<th>Total Sample Mean (n = 46)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive climate</td>
<td>4.59 (0.16)</td>
<td>4.95 (0.15)</td>
<td>5.71 (0.16)</td>
<td>4.93 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional learning formats</td>
<td>4.33 (0.10))</td>
<td>4.97 (0.10)</td>
<td>5.43 (0.17)</td>
<td>4.80 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content understanding</td>
<td>3.07 (0.11)</td>
<td>4.07 (0.09)</td>
<td>5.05 (0.14)</td>
<td>3.85 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of feedback</td>
<td>2.46 (0.12)</td>
<td>3.11 (0.09)</td>
<td>4.08 (0.24)</td>
<td>3.02 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional dialogue</td>
<td>2.13 (0.12)</td>
<td>2.75 (0.09)</td>
<td>4.14 (0.18)</td>
<td>2.73 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Scores vary from 1 to 7.
Table 2. Adapted version of the Functional Analysis of Children’s Classroom Talk (FACCT) framework applied to the context of classroom dialogue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Factual*</td>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>Providing facts, knowledge or general information, from previous ideas, pre-existing knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Interrogative</td>
<td>(Q)</td>
<td>Asking questions to obtain information or social approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Responsive</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Answering questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Organisational</td>
<td>(OR)</td>
<td>Organising and controlling behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Judgemental</td>
<td>(J)</td>
<td>Expressing agreement or disagreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Argumentational</td>
<td>(ARG)</td>
<td>Reasoning in language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Compositional</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>Creating written or spoken text not earlier mentioned, revising or dictating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Reproductional</td>
<td>(RP)</td>
<td>Reproducing previously encountered language either by reading or repeating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Experiential</td>
<td>(E)</td>
<td>Expressing personal experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Expositional</td>
<td>(EXPO)</td>
<td>Using language with the demonstration of a phenomenon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Hypothetical</td>
<td>(HY)</td>
<td>Formulating a hypothesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. External thinking</td>
<td>(ET)</td>
<td>Thinking aloud during a task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Imaginative</td>
<td>(IM)</td>
<td>Introducing or expressing imaginative situations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Heuristic</td>
<td>(HE)</td>
<td>Expressing discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Affectional</td>
<td>(AF)</td>
<td>Expressing personal feelings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Intentional</td>
<td>(IN)</td>
<td>Signalling intention to participate in discourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. View**</td>
<td>(O)</td>
<td>Expressing personal opinions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Supportive**</td>
<td>(S)</td>
<td>Encouraging someone to share thoughts, opinions or information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Hinting**</td>
<td>(H)</td>
<td>Giving clues to obtain further information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Name of the function changed from informative to factual. The definition of the function is also more specified to correspond to educational talk.

**Added function
Table 3. Application of the adapted functional analysis framework to educational dialogue

| Student: | In the UK, there are three pins. | (F), (E)* |
| Teacher: | Yes. All around the world they use different kinds of plugs. | (J), (F) |
| | But how do you handle it when you go abroad? | (Q), |
| | When you, for example, go [on] a trip to the UK, take your phone [...] and | (H), (IM) |
| | notice there, “Hey, I can’t plug in my charger here”. | |
| Student: | Well, in the UK or if you go somewhere, they sell these things with three pins | (F), (E) |
| | and two on the other side. | |

Though the teacher supports the students by asking questions, encouraging and giving hints, the students participate and share their knowledge in a balanced way. The students’ knowledge and facts are based on their travelling experiences, giving their utterances a double meaning – factual and experiential.

*Each row including one or more function codes represents one unit of analysis.